Information letter week 39-40 2021

Overall Campus

To keep you informed about what is happening on campus when it comes to properties and construction projects, we recommend that you download the app Mitt Campus. There we update regularly with things that may affect your everyday life. There it is also easy to find contact information for house managers or to make and follow an error report.

Fire alarm testing will take place in all houses on campus during weeks 40-41, below is detailed information regarding the day and time of each house.

Monday and Tuesday 4-5/10 at 18.00-21.30 tests are carried out in the following houses: House A, Alfa, Alf, House F, Hus K, Students House and pavilions R and T.

Monday and Tuesday 11-12/10 at 18.00-21.30, fire alarm tests are carried out in the following houses: Houses B and Beta, House C, House E and pavilions U, V and S.

Outdoor environment

On Wednesday 6/10, one entrance to parking behind building E will be closed when an electrical cable is to be buried. Access to the car park is not affected as there are two entrances.
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Rainbow avenue

After an intensive work during the summer, we can now look forward to a new refreshed outdoor environment on campus that really invites to socializing, hope you like the result as much as we do.

Some minor work with painting, lighting and bicycle canopies remains on the areas that have been opened and they will be completed during the autumn. The project is now clearing the area between House C and House F, along Geogränd and at Tekniktorget and they are expected to be ready by the turn of the year.

Tekniktorget-Students House

Outside The Students’ House, work is underway to create new seating and plantings. One of the doors is closed for entry and exit but is still an emergency evacuation. The work is expected to last until October.

Between House B och House E

At auditorium B192 in the slope towards the North Star, we will start work on demolishing and then build a new staircase. The area will be cordoned off during the period of work.
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Between House C and House F
Rainbow Avenue is closed for passage between the Bridge of Knowledge and the intersection of Rainbow Avenue-Geogränd. Work in connection with the Bridge of Knowledge will be carried out, see diversion around House C and House F.

The cordon around building C on the side facing Porsöcentrum has been extended, which means that pedestrian and bicycle traffic is directed to the other side of the road.

Geogränd
Geogränd opens week 38 north of node 2 (the junction Geogränd-Rainbow Avenue). The barriers in the node are slightly extended south to complete the last ground work, which means that access to the Rainbow Avenue via the southern part of Geogränd will not be possible. This will continue until October.

At Laboratorievägen in the curve towards Geogränd, half the road will be blocked off. Work is underway there week 38-40.

House A/α
Demolition is underway in the A2400 corridor. Scaffolding is mounted in the courtyard and towards Teknisk hus and now the installation of weather protection on the scaffolding is underway. Garbage room A2402 is closed and a new temporary garbage room is available in local A1511. That change in waste management is expected to persist until February 2022.

A grey information board is now located in the corridor inside the entrance A2035 between classrooms A2028 and A2029. There we will continuously hang up up-to-date information about the renovations that are underway in the house.

Outside Teknisk hus entrance is a passage with fences erected that leads westwards. This is to minimize the risk of younger guests at Teknisk hus coming by bus running out onto Tekniktorget where some construction traffic occurs.

House B/β
Scaffolding and weather protection on top of the library fence are fully assembled. The parking spaces used in connection with the assembly are now reopened.

On 7/10, blackout curtains will be installed in auditorium B192 and the hall will then be closed.

On Thursday 7/10, the pressure in the sprinkler system will also be tested in House B and Beta.
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House C

After a period of moving operations between different stages, most people start to be in place in their new or temporary premises. My Life’s StiL has started using its new reception and physiotherapy/massage and student health you will now find in the C300 corridor. During week 38, the project has started to change the exterior wall in stage 4. It is mainly My Life’s StiL that is affected by future disturbances.

On Thursday 7/10, the pressure in the sprinkler system will be tested.